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Setting the Scene 

This session continued to explore the role of assessment in mathematics teaching and learning with a 

presentation by regular CoP participant Tracey Butchart, co-founder and director of Reflective Learning. 

Tracey’s work in maths education and research has revealed the importance for successful learning of 

involving learners actively in their own assessment activities; of diagnostic assessment coupled with detailed 

personalised feedback that guides learners towards mastery; and of developing learners’ understanding of 

their own learning behaviours and needs, so that they are able to ‘own’ their learning and to take responsibility 

for it. While the presentation focused on maths, many of the ideas shared are broadly applicable to teaching 

and learning in general. 

 

Group Discussion 

Educational priorities for maths and science  

The session opened with participants discussing what they would advise the Minister of Basic Education to 

prioritise in the new parliamentary term.  Some key ideas were: 

 Increasing expectations (50% pass) 

 Contextual and real life maths and science 

 Paying more attention to maths in the early years – development of number sense 

 Knowing our learners – using diagnostic assessment to understand their learning issues 

 Implementing the policy for Maths and Science teaching and learning properly in all phases 

 Reviewing the breadth vs depth relationship in maths and science curricula – with a broad curriculum 
teaching tends to be superficial; drilling deeper would create opportunities for more substantial 
learning  

 Improving management of the grade 3 to 4 transition, especially regarding language  

 Supporting improved curriculum coverage behaviour in schools – include monitoring and tracking but 
make it possible for teachers to be honest about problems, and look for ways to address them 
collegially 

 Proper and relevant teacher development in terms of MST subjects  

 Linking home language to English to lay a firm foundation for maths, and for using language in maths. 
Some [Foundation Phase] teachers are rejecting their own languages for the limitations they impose 
in building conceptual understanding of maths, but linking home language to English and providing 
many different ways of  explaining the same thing in English, would help children understand the 
concepts  and what to do, rather than just what procedures to apply. 

 Reviewing grade packages and eliminating any overlaps between subjects  

 Provision of teachers qualified to teach maths and science in the intermediate and senior phases  

 Paying more attention to problem solving in maths (not word sums but logical thinking) 

 Inclusion of computational maths and technology in teacher training – children should learn to code at 
an early age so they will be able to access the new 21st Century careers  

 Shifting the focus of teacher unions towards professional issues, such as the curriculum 

 Further research on the readability of textbooks used in schools – aimed at ensuring that the language 
used in textbooks is accessible to learners whose home language is not English  

 Establishing a forum/institute for maths research to focus effort, collate input and maximise impact  

Highlights of Maths and Science Community of Practice Meeting 
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Overview of Presentation  

Transformative Assessment: The Power of Assessment to Propel Learning 

Trajectories  

Tracey Butchart’s own learning journey began 20 years ago with the realisation 

that the primary purpose of formative assessment was “to take learning 

forward”, rather than just to measure the gaps between what teachers taught 

and learners learned.  Teachers could also use formative assessment to improve 

their teaching practice. 

Building on these ideas in her work and research led Tracey to “believe not just 

in formative assessment but in assessment as being transformative”. 

 

 

 

 

Background  

This learning was intensified when Tracey became involved, in 2011-2012, with an intervention providing 

maths enrichment to Grade 10 learners in a rural, socio-economically disadvantaged area of Mpumalanga1. 

The intervention was aimed at developing the learners’ maths skills so as to increase their chances of obtaining 

access to STEM tertiary education and careers.  

Tracey’s initial brief was to provide a baseline measure for maths. In this context she designed a diagnostic 

assessment based on the key maths components2 that run through the curriculum from the Foundation to the 

Senior Phase.   This would indicate to what extent learners had mastered each of the “conceptual landmarks” 

covering grades 3, 6 and 9 levels, as well as what remediation would be needed.    

Results showed that most learners had a level of mastery between grades 3 and 6, with some not yet at grade 

3 and none at grade 9. Not one of the learners was in a position to access learning at the grade 10 level.  Tracey 

then volunteered to find a way to catch the learners up as quickly as possible.  The programme could free up 

one hour on a Saturday morning for this purpose, and the catch-up intervention would run concurrently with 

the enrichment programme. Within two school terms learners were ready for follow-up testing in five of the 

threads.  Fractions and problem solving had been difficult to fit into the process, and a further term was spent 

on each of these. 

Some highlights of this programme were: 

 Exceptional learner commitment (97% attendance over the 3 years of the programme) 

 Grade 12 results compared extremely favourably with national and provincial percentages 

                                                             
1 Learners for Excellence, an Uplands Outreach-implemented, RMB-sponsored, three-year intervention involving 50 
learners (5 from each of the 10 high schools) in the Insikazi Circuit of the Ehlanzeni District near White River. 
2 The ‘seven conceptual threads’: numbers, fractions, patterns and algebra, space and shape, measurement, data 

handling and problem solving. 
 

Click here to view 

the presentation 

“We need to liberate ourselves from the idea of assessment as being around marks 

and measuring what we don’t know. For assessment to drive a lesson in the right 

way, we have to use it in a way that is about understanding maths, not about 

showing that understanding.” 

http://www.bridge.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Transformative-assessment-presentation-20190515.pdf
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 All those who passed Grade 12 found bursaries and 

enrolled in post school studies within two years (92% at 

tertiary level) 

 Top students were accepted at institutions countrywide 

to study courses such as medicine, pharmacy, 

engineering and law   

 The 29 students who received bursaries in 2015 achieved 

a 100% pass rate in their first university year 

 Six students obtained teaching bursaries and specialised 

in maths teaching 

Development of the learning intervention 

Tracey was inspired by this whole experience to carry out a retrospective study of the project, so as to unpack 

precisely what it was that the catch-up intervention did as a driver of learning.  A further motivation was her 

desire to find a way to scale up and ultimately create an intervention that empowered learners without being 

dependent on maths teachers for implementation.  

Unpacking the catch-up intervention identified four key components that together provide a basis for 

using assessment to improve learning. 

 

 

This component combines ideas about:  

What makes test items diagnostic  

 Each item deals with only one concept so that it is clear what is causing the problem 

 Each incorrect response is purposefully chosen to reveal a specific problem in a learner’s maths thinking 

(well-designed closed questions work better for diagnostic purposes than open-questions)  [Craig 

Barton, 2018 https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1182085.pdf ]  

The role of ‘assessment as learning’  

This approach involves learners critically in assessment processes in ways that develop and support 

metacognition.  It provides embedded opportunities for learners to self-assess, self-diagnose and self-analyse 

their own results and thinking.  This focuses their attention on what their problems are and what they need 

to work on. It is also valuable for teacher s to see what learners self-identify they struggle with.   [Lorna Earl, 

2013 https://wlts.edb.hkedcity.net/filemanager/file/AandL2chapter/A&L2_(1)%20Lorna.pdf] 

What makes feedback formative 

 Formative feedback that ‘moves learning forward’ tells learners: what they can do, what they can’t do, 

and gives them guidance on what they can do to improve [Dylan Wiliam, 2011 

https://www.aitsl.edu.au/docs/default-source/research-evidence/spotlight/spotlight-

feedback.pdf?sfvrsn=cb2eec3c_12 ] 

 

 

1. Diagnostic ‘assessment as learning’ with explicit formative feedback 

 

Based on research on what kind of feedback is beneficial, lots of what we 

do as teachers doesn’t actually support learning – if we praise learners for 

their intelligence and not their effort we are doing them harm. 

 

https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1182085.pdf
https://wlts.edb.hkedcity.net/filemanager/file/AandL2chapter/A&L2_(1)%20Lorna.pdf
https://www.aitsl.edu.au/docs/default-source/research-evidence/spotlight/spotlight-feedback.pdf?sfvrsn=cb2eec3c_12
https://www.aitsl.edu.au/docs/default-source/research-evidence/spotlight/spotlight-feedback.pdf?sfvrsn=cb2eec3c_12
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For maths learning to have relevance, it is vital for learners to know what they are learning and where they 

are going in maths. To give learners this sense, Tracey compiled ‘interpreted learning pathways’ for the seven 

conceptual threads that run through the curriculum from grade 1-9: numbers, fractions, patterns and algebra, 

space and shape, measurement, data handling and problem solving (not ‘word sums’ but logical thinking). This 

example shows the interpreted learning pathway for the number thread: 

 

The circles represent the key conceptual landmarks3on the thread. The concentric circles show how early 

learners start to build that concept – those with 3 concentric circles are built right from grade 1.  

Tracey uses an analogy with Google Earth:  “…depending on the level you are operating at, you will zoom in 

or out. Key concepts from the Foundation Phase have got to be mastered, because when you reach the later 

phases and zoom further out, these concepts are still there in the maths, it’s just that you don’t see them.“  

The interpreted learning pathways are used to give learners individual feedback on their diagnostic 

assessment. They provide a picture of what each learner can and cannot do in terms of the conceptual 

landmarks, as well as guidance on how to build their knowledge of the concepts. This example shows an 

individual learner’s diagnostic results for the number thread:  

 

The inner circles are measured at grade 3, the second circles at grade 6 and the outer circles at grade 9 level, 

with green showing mastery of that concept at the indicated level, and red indicating problems4. The 

interpreted learning pathways also give direction to teachers regarding remediation needs, and show the 

order in which these should be addressed to help learners build up a complete ‘conceptual ladder’.    

 

 

 

                                                             
3 Tracey has identified 82 conceptual landmarks in the grade 1 - 9 maths curriculum, 25 of which should be mastered 

during the Foundation Phase and another 52 by the end of grade 7.   
4 There is a further level of detailed formative feedback, not shown here. 

2. Interpreted learning pathways 

 

Implications for initial teacher education  

In Tracey’s experience, teachers are often not aware how big the conceptual gaps are and how far back they go – or 

how to remediate them.  This situation has its roots in the phase-based structure of maths teacher education – and 

results, for example, in teachers not knowing how to remediate problems that learners have with key concepts from 

earlier phases, and not fully understanding how the concepts they teach underlie learning in the later phases.  
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These resources provide more ideas on teaching maths in ways that encourage learners to see maths as a 

coherent set of “big ideas”, rather than as disconnected facts and procedures to be remembered. 

http://utopia.duth.gr/xsakonid/index_htm_files/4_11_18_keim_upod_2_big_ideas.pdf   

http://www.child-encyclopedia.com/numeracy/according-experts/learning-trajectories-early-mathematics-

sequences-acquisition-and   

https://www.journalofplay.org/sites/www.journalofplay.org/files/pdf-articles/1-3-article-building-blocks-

cognitive-building-blocks.pdf   

 

 

The individual feedback that learners received made personalised and targeted remediation possible. 

In the Learners for Excellence catch-up 

programme Tracey used a combination of 

approaches and activities at three 

different levels corresponding to the 

three phases to provide this (as 

illustrated, Slide 29). 

Learners moved between the three levels 

depending on their diagnostic results for 

the particular concept being addressed. 

This enabled every learner to engage with 

each concept at the right level for him or 

her.  

 

 

This proved to be a crucial aspect of the whole approach and is vital to developing metacognitive skills. It 

involved mainly:  

 Self-estimations – having learners predict how they will score, then having them unpack the differences 

between their predicted and actual scores and analysing these (cf John Hattie’s self-reported grades) 

 Maintaining a maths journal – this developed learners’ self-awareness while building their maths 

vocabulary and ability to articulate their maths understanding  (journals were reviewed weekly) 

3. Personalised and targeted remediation 

 

 

4. Self-reflective activities 

 

 

The value of learning maths conceptually (rather than procedurally) was highlighted in this video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZrlk4NqaJ4 .   

On-going maths learning involves a process of compression in the brain. New learning takes up a lot of brain space, 
but as one develops conceptual understanding those ideas are compressed, creating space for more learning. When 
one learns conceptually, the brain can engage in this compression because maths is a conceptual subject where ideas 
connect to and build on each other.  

If children are taught maths procedurally, it is difficult for that compression to take place. Brain space continues to be 
taken up with remembering lots of different methods, and real mathematical learning cannot happen.  

 

http://utopia.duth.gr/xsakonid/index_htm_files/4_11_18_keim_upod_2_big_ideas.pdf
http://www.child-encyclopedia.com/numeracy/according-experts/learning-trajectories-early-mathematics-sequences-acquisition-and
http://www.child-encyclopedia.com/numeracy/according-experts/learning-trajectories-early-mathematics-sequences-acquisition-and
https://www.journalofplay.org/sites/www.journalofplay.org/files/pdf-articles/1-3-article-building-blocks-cognitive-building-blocks.pdf
https://www.journalofplay.org/sites/www.journalofplay.org/files/pdf-articles/1-3-article-building-blocks-cognitive-building-blocks.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZrlk4NqaJ4
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A key part of self-reflection centred on building a culture of valuing error by helping learners to understand 

the importance of acknowledging what they got wrong, and seeing this as their ‘growth point’.   

The role of metacognition  

Together these four components empower learners by developing their metacognitive skills.  They lead to 

learners becoming aware of – and hence able to monitor and regulate – their own thinking and learning 

processes.  They become ‘agents of their own thinking’ (Kluwe, 1982). 

The value of creating metacognitively aware, independent, 

self-sustaining learners was borne out by the first year 

university success of the Learners for Excellence students. In 

addition, these are the skills that will enable learners, 

throughout their lives, to access the learning they need, “no 

matter what jobs and angles the Fourth Industrial Revolution 

throws at them”.  

 

The importance of metacognitive activation 

Tracey further noted that many learners know so little that they cannot recognise when an answer is right or 

wrong, and that this lies at the heart of many of our educational challenges. This relates to the Dunning-Kruger 

effect, which describes the cognitive bias that makes it difficult for people who are ‘unskilled and unaware of 

it’ to recognise their own incompetence, and leads them to make inflated self-assessments. 

   

Using a measure she developed to gauge metacognitive skills levels in school children, Tracey has been able 

to show that learners all follow the path of the Dunning-Kruger graph in their metacognitive development. 

When they know little about a topic they tend to over-estimate their knowledge and ability (see slide 31) – 

and it is vital for them to experience that plunge in confidence when they realise how little they know and can 

do, and that they have a lot to learn.   

Once learners have experienced this ‘metacognitive activation’, and realise they have to persevere in order to 

create their own understanding, their knowledge begins to build, and with it a genuine confidence that is 

firmly based on their growing maths and thinking/ learning skills. 

As teachers, our core business is not to impart 

content. Our core business is to build 

independent, self-sustaining learners with the 

ability to understand themselves as learners, 

to know what strengths they can leverage off, 

what weaknesses they need to pay attention 

to, how to judge what they do, and how to 

access what they need to learn.  
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Summarising the key learnings for maths education: 

 

Taking the learning forward 

Together with a tech partner, Tracey is now using technology to scale the intervention so that it will be 

implementable without (necessarily) involving maths teachers.  The aim is to create an intervention that 

requires a responsible adult and a cooperative learning framework, in which that adult enables the learners 

to work on the material within their groups, and to make their own understanding.   

This currently includes:  

 Digitised diagnostics, with learners completing assessments on a smartphone, tablet or computer 

 Individual, detailed feedback reports  showing interpreted learning pathways for the conceptual threads, 

with each problem accompanied by a feedback comment, as well as monitoring of metacognitive aspects 

and elements such as pace, perseverance, precision and mathematical mindset to give a holistic picture 

of what the learner might be struggling with  

 Cohort data analytics to guide teachers in customising lessons and providing support.  

The next step of customising the remediation for each learner is currently being worked on. This consists of 

developing individualised Personalised Reflective Journals that embed metacognitive activities within the 

maths content (Slide 45).   

 

CoP comments and questions  

Getting the message out – to what extent is this approach already being used, and how can its impact be 

multiplied?  

 Tracey has begun spreading the message through to scale. A Telkom Foundation programme currently 

has 2000 learners using Personalised Reflective Journals.  Individual teachers can also apply the 

intervention without being dependent on an (external) body.  

 Universities are showing interest in putting first year ITE students through this intervention to build their 

own maths understanding, as well as their understanding of how their teaching will contribute to the 

conceptual ladder that builds from grades 1 - 9, whatever Phase they are training for.  

A second intervention that used the diagnostic 
assessment and feedback, but was 
implemented without the customised input and 
related metacognitive influence, confirmed the 
importance of these components.  

A third intervention currently running in the 
Northern Cape is showing very promising 
results.  Learners are using the new individually 
customised material (maths content with 
embedded metacognitive activities).  After only 
four months the learning trajectory “is great” 
and a third of the learners have already moved 
forward metacognitively (Slides 44, 46 & 47).  
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Concept development vs a reliance on teaching procedures – concepts need to be understood as a 

particular type of information, and need to be defined clearly, in context, in order to be developed. 

 Maths is about strategies and one of the metacognitive skills is choosing the right strategy to apply.  This 

starts with having the concept of what one is doing, and then choosing the relevant strategy, which may 

mean applying a procedure.  Getting this right has to start in ITE, with training that links concepts to the 

relevant procedures, rather than simply focussing on the procedures (“this how you do it”).  

Confirming that grade 10 is not too late – this has been the experience of COSAT, a STEM school in 

Khayelitsha where learners enter in grade 10 and which has shown that mindset and attitude (such as 

motivation and perseverance) are all-important.  

 Part of our human survival and evolution is that we are genetically programmed to learn, and to learn 

from each other. Tracey’s experience of teaching metacognitive skills to learners has shown that a 

positive mindset and attitude, as well as metacognition, can be learned. “We all have the potential to be 

independent, self-sustaining learners.”  

 

Facilitator’s Summing Up 

This has been an outstanding presentation. It has raised significant issues in the teaching of maths and has 

provided solutions.  

The next meeting will look at setting up an organisation for science education.  
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